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In the dangerous and declining railroad industry of the 1940s, 
the family of a blue-collar foreman and his band of colorful 

workers struggle against changing times and new technologies that 
threaten to decimate their way of life.  

  



OVERVIEW 

The death of the industrial revolution is near.  

If the 20th Century was the country’s “Golden Age,” THE CENTURY 
BUILDERS is about its end — and the communities, jobs, dreams, 
and people — that vanished with it after World War II. 

THE CENTURY BUILDERS takes place amid the demise of a thriving 
railroad town and explores the tenuous struggle between 
traditions and technologies; the slow downfall of the white 
middle class; the rising pride of a desegregated workforce; and 
the collective strain felt in adapting – or failing to adapt — to 
ever-encroaching change. It is an allegory for 21st Century 
America. 

Told in the format of a limited series ideal for streaming or 
cable, THE CENTURY BUILDERS follows characters whose individual 
pursuits of the American dream are disturbed by new, efficient 
technologies that threaten to render them obsolete.  

In the Midwestern town of Spencer, citizens live and breathe by 
the railroad and its reliance on the industry’s ubiquitous icon:  
the steam locomotive. These unwieldy, 20th Century dinosaurs 
require thousands of bodies to build, maintain and operate, and 
the railroad’s decision to modernize means these iron horses and 
their caretakers must be put out to pasture. 

The universal appeal of man vs. technology will be dramatized by 
the exciting world of the railroad industry at its peak. As 
railroads reorganized, went bankrupt, or adopted newer 
locomotives, these communities buckled as a result. 

This series addresses our modern hunger for an industrious 
American identity in the face of lingering economic woes and 
crippled Rust Belt. Period pieces are at their most engaging when 
they challenge our collective nostalgia and ask revealing 
questions. If not all change is progress, what do we lose in the 
transition and who gets left behind? This series will be a 
journey to explore the answers. 

Striking a tone between Road to Perdition and October Sky, with 
idiosyncratic characters and relationships from the likes of Mad 
Men, Matewan, and Shawshank Redemption THE CENTURY BUILDERS will 
explore one of the most theatrical eras in American history and a 
story that remains unexplored in film and television.  



THE SETTING 

Spencer, Ohio is the quintessential American town on the cusp of 
a new decade in 1949 – the kind of city whose skyline is 
populated by factory smokestacks, thriving downtown streets, and 
picturesque homes. This is the Rust Belt, but before decay set 
in.  

Storylines will weave in and out of an expansive railroad system 
- including its yards, stations, trains, and a massive, circular 
structure called the roundhouse, all of which serve to connect 
the Appalachian town to the greater metropolis of Cincinnati. 

This is a work-place drama that trades offices and fluorescent 
lights for stained bricks and speeding countryside and the 
railroad is practically a character unto itself. Everything 
arrives and departs Spencer by train — it is the town’s lifeline. 
What will happens when the trains go away? 

As a period piece, THE CENTURY BUILDERS will present the past in 
a colorful and gritty fashion. While certain aspects of life on 
the railroad may have seemed glamorous at first blush, the work 
was backbreaking, dangerous and most of all essential. 

The look and feel of THE CENTURY BUILDERS exist in a world 
somewhere between the striking flourishes of Edward Hopper, O. 
Winston Link’s hyper-real black-and-white railroad photography 
and Jack Delano’s documentary-style Kodachrome portraits of the 
home front during World War II.  



In the league of successful streaming period pieces, THE CENTURY 
BUILDERS will inherit the gritty atmosphere, attitude and realism 
of shows like Peaky Blinders, Damnation, Hell on Wheels, and The 
Man in the High Castle. 

THE RAILROAD MEN AND WOMEN 

Diverse and desegregated years ahead of most American industries, 
the railroad holds something of value to each of its workers - 
including the women, immigrants, and minorities that make up the 
ranks of THE CENTURY BUILDERS.  

Still fresh from victory in World War II, this is still a deeply 
conflicted country where the divide between white and blue-collar 
is only deepening. Tensions between labor and management persist 
despite years of negotiations and compromise. Characters and 
storylines square off against the backdrop of each chapter, 
chronicling the dynamics of an industry and town in transition 
and the relationship between fathers and sons.  

The men and women below are the primary cast of characters, 
though Spencer is populated by dozens of distinct supporting 
players. 

LAWRENCE SULLIVAN, late 50s - Weathered by decades of commitment 
to his job, railroad foreman Lawrence is guilt-ridden by long 
choosing career over family. He sees an opportunity to finally 
connect with his son by employing him on the railroad — an 
occasion that exists on borrowed time when he learns of the 
railroad’s plan to modernize — a secret he keeps to himself. 

ELIOT SULLIVAN, 20s - Denied another year of college, returning 
home was never part of Eliot’s plan. Neither was working for the 
railroad. Is the rough-and-tumble railyard any place for a 
college kid with big-city aspirations? 

SARA SULLIVAN, 40s - As wife, mother, station agent and telegraph 
operator, Sara is the eyes and ears of the railroad line, and 
she’ll discover that the job of saving the railroad and its 
employees may be a bridge too far. 

MARCUS MORRISON, mid-50s - A locomotive hostler, Marcus chose to 
serve inside the bustling, greasy roundhouse over the Pullman 
Company’s white linens and first-class trains, where most Black 
railroad workers held their careers. Paternally protective of his 



craft and his engines, his valuable position is threatened not 
only by change, but by fellow workers, too.  

KELSEY CATALAN, mid-20s - Hired on during the war, Kelsey remains 
one of the few remaining women in the railyard and must confront 
uncomfortable truths that keep her in Spencer. On the railroad, 
she is essential, achieving the kind of status few other women 
can — a status she aims to protect. 

BRUCE HELLER, early-60s - Vice president of the Central Ohio 
Railroad, Heller has formulated a cutthroat plan to dieselize - 
which means the railroad will invest in new, efficient diesel-
electric locomotives which require a third of the workforce to 
maintain. His intentions obscures his true motivations as a 
silent partner in a real estate development firm with cryptic 
plans for the town. 

STEPHEN YOUNG, early-50s - A contemptuous engineer known for 
mistreating equipment and people. Young’s behavior strands a 
passenger train on the railroad early on and later risks a 
catastrophic incident that nearly destroys the roundhouse. 

OSCAR, early-50s - assistant foreman to Sullivan, Oscar’s happily 
nearing retirement, but the promise of medical care for his 
ailing wife keeps him on the job. With cutbacks threatened, Oscar 
must keep protect own position while working to eliminate jobs 
for others.  

STARNES, early 40s - sales rep from Electro-Motive, and an 
advocate for newer technology. Personally invested in developing 
new locomotive prototypes, Starnes must acclimate the railroads 
to the very technology that promises to reduce the workforce he’s 
teaching. 

KARAL, early-60s - a barrel-chested German immigrant, Karal lords 
over the locomotive backstop and its boilermakers and answers to 
no one - especially not the foreman’s son. 



STRUCTURE & STORYLINE 

Each episode of THE CENTURY BUILDERS contrasts the emerging 
threat of change against an everyday conflict on the railroad — a 
stranded train, a wrecked locomotive, an inexperienced new hire, 
a labor strike, to name a few. 

The world of THE CENTURY BUILDERS unfolds in the pilot episode, 
where the deep connection between the community and the railroad 
is vividly demonstrated in the opening scenes as Lawrence 
Sullivan is called to save a train that has stalled on the 
railroad, embarrassing its engineer Stephen Young. 

Sullivan is later honored at a town festival sponsored by a 
suspicious new company. Upon his son Eliot’s unexpected return 
home, Sullivan offers him a job on the railroad, but he harbors a 
secret: In a confidential meeting with Vice President Heller that 
same day, he learns of the railroad’s plan to discontinue its use 
of steam locomotive, which ultimately signals the railroad’s 
gradual withdrawal from the town. 

In the ensuing chapters, we learn the ropes of the railroad with 
Eliot as our guide as he encounters the best and worst the job 
has to offer. Sullivan hires Young into the roundhouse rather 
than see him lose his job. The local coal mine closes 
suspiciously in response to a strike, heightening fears about the 
railroad’s relationship with the unions. Representatives from 
respective steam and diesel manufacturers visit the railroad, 
offering competitions between the two technologies, bringing 
national attention to the town. 

Antagonistic forces undermine Lawrence’s influence on the 
railroad just as Eliot begins to rise through the ranks. Mid-
season, the town of Spencer discovers and responds to the 
railroad’s plan to close the locomotive shops. Sara Sullivan 
leads an effort to justify keeping Spencer open, and a new real-
estate company begins buying up land owned by the railroads for 
something called an “interstate highway.” In its path, the 
company homes where Marcus Morrison and other Black workers live. 
 
Amid acts of sabotage, the railroad confronts the arrival of a 
new diesel locomotive. Some characters struggle to move on. 
Others do not survive the transition. 



AN EPITAPH FOR THE AMERICAN DREAM 
 
Before boys dreamt of becoming astronauts or soldiers, they 
idolized the railroad engineer. Their trains were the rocket 
ships and magic carpets of their day, playing a vibrant and vital 
role in each day of American life and placing the railroad at the 
center stage of every community. Until they vanished.  

Of the 1.6 million railroad jobs in the era, more than 400,000 
will disappear in the blink of an eye. Thousands more will 
follow. 

All of this really happened. 

While THE CENTURY BUILDERS highlights the life and death of an 
important American industry and its workers, the means to tell 
the story are within reach for a capable production. 
Environments, historic equipment, and railroads still exist that 
could easily accommodate the project. 
  
With its hyper-real time period, unusual environments, and 
relevant characters and storylines, THE CENTURY BUILDERS will 
carve out a niche among audiences seeking both escapist 
entertainment, gripping, relevant drama, and nostalgia.  


